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Figure 1: NBGuru extracts information from computational notebooks, and displays it in a multi-stage flowchart format.
Domain experts, who work closely with data scientists, can grasp more structured information from NBGuru when they
synchronize offline.

ABSTRACT
Data scientists typically workwith domain experts in a Data Science
(DS) project, resulting in knowledge gaps between roles. Commu-
nication holds an immense and difficult workload due to the com-
plicated content, limited meeting time, vast audience backgrounds,
etc. Thus, it is almost impossible to build a common ground within
the team. Taking a step back, flowcharts and program descrip-
tions have shown to help programmers learn algorithms. However,
drawing a flowchart or writing a description takes time and ef-
fort. The novel AI-powered search engines can generate elaborate
grounded responses with citations. It is then possible to generate
flowcharts with text descriptions from code. Therefore, we studied
92 DS flowcharts and 173 code descriptions from top-voted Kaggle
notebooks. We propose NBGuru, a flowchart-based communication
tool. Users can explore computation steps asynchronously with
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generated texts and citations. Furthermore, we also discuss the
possibility of AI in other collaborative roles.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data Science (DS) is a relatively new field that extracts and extrap-
olates data insights [24, 48]. Based on its data-driven approach, it
can solve many high-impact problems in various domains. A data
scientist must know about Computer Science (CS), Mathematics,
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) to be able to
make any predictions from data [3]. However, understanding the
domain problem is as important as knowing how to analyze them,
but most data scientists are lacking the knowledge [33]. Therefore,
data scientists typically work as a team with domain experts who
can pinpoint important problems in the discipline [45].

Due to knowledge gaps in the DS team, data scientists bear a sig-
nificant burden of communication [44, 45]. Because data scientists
analyze and make predictions on data, they are expected to explain
how they approach the problem to their coworkers to validate the
results or make decisions [43]. In addition to domain experts, the
audience sometimes includes business specialists, software engi-
neers, and other relevant roles if they are in a large organization.
Hence, it is not unusual for data scientists to provide foundational
AI/ML education to the team [26].

Besides the workload, communicating the work to other team
members can also pose significant challenges. Advanced ML al-
gorithms are abstract and esoteric [26]. Finding a time to meet as
a team can also be difficult due to each person’s other priorities
[9]. Even if the team can eventually find time to meet, the meeting
duration is generally not sufficient to cover all topics, let alone
complex but essential subjects. As a result, data science teams are
often not on the same page after each meeting. Combining these
challenges with the research nature of constant direction pivot-
ing, communicating, and creating a common ground on what the
current problem is and how to solve it can be exceeding tough [33].

A lack of common ground is a serious problem that can lead to
skepticism and trustworthiness of other members’ output [21, 43].
In fact, this issue is also common in the Software Visualization com-
munity. Taking a step back, perhaps the most basic representation
of code is a flowchart widely used to describe any program [39].
With its simplicity, it is introduced in almost all CS introductory
courses [15]. In Software Engineering (SE), the Kanban board is a
popular tool for tracking the work progress of a team [1]. Cards on
the board have space to elaborate details of the task. In regards to
DS, there are some existing visualization studies [18, 59], but we
believe it is also crucial to make the tool less disruptive to their
typical work practices; since, with a steep learning curve, the tool
may end up not being used [33].

The recent breakthrough in Natural Language Processing (NLP),
particularly in Large Language Models (LLMs) [4, 10, 41], exhibits
promising AI copilot applications including web search [36], cod-
ing [16], and many others. The HCI community has been studying
these models as well [6, 59, 62]. Since they can generate texts auto-
matically, these models may reduce the communication workload
from data scientists and make communication more effective with
automatic software visualization even in situations where synchro-
nous team meetings are not feasible. There have been some works
that explore automatic documentation from code [54, 62], but they
were not designed based on inter-professional collaboration.

We then propose NBGuru, a novel flowchart-based visualizer that
makes asynchronous communication in DS teams more productive.
The tool, powered by Bing Chat, visualizes abstract DS work from
computational notebooks into a more concrete task representation.
It demonstrates DS work as a flowchart, so each team member can
understand more about what the code does despite the involved DS
materials. This paper presents a comprehensive literature review on

the DS communication problem, investigates existing DS flowcharts
and code descriptions on Kaggle, and introduces a feasible LLM
solution with NBGuru. Our AI serves as a guru who synchronizes
the team’s project understanding. We further discuss the potential
of LLM as a collaborator, trainer, or other roles in CSCW.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Interdisciplinary Collaboration in Data

Science Teams
Data scientists are in high demand in nearly all fields, while the
supply side remains limited. Most of them come from computational
backgrounds, lacking the domain knowledge they are trying to solve
[12]. Thus, a data science team usually consists of data scientists
and domain experts as core team members, although some teams
may include other roles like software engineers or business analysts
[42, 45, 61]. Undoubtfully, it is challenging to create a successful
data science team with mixed expertise, particularly when the
members have low overlapping knowledge backgrounds [26, 52].
Research shows that despite data scientists’ efforts to educate their
teammates at the beginning of a new project, people still struggle
to comprehend the work, and that causes communication frictions
[33] and misinterpretation [38, 45, 58]. Apart from communication,
knowledge gaps can cause problems like shared information bias
[50], task delegation [13], etc. Limited meeting time due to other
priorities makes collaboration more difficult [9]. Finally, DS is a
research work, which often requires changing topics as part of the
process [11], further adding even more complexity to the problem.

Establishing a team’s common ground is key to a successful
scientific collaboration [23]. A good sign of having common ground
is when teammembers share enough language to discuss within the
team [17]. However, creating a mutual understanding is challenged
by the aforementioned issues. According to several studies, domain
experts find it difficult to trust and verify data scientists’ results if
the analyses are not comprehensible [33, 56]. A possible solution is
to have efficient communication that ensures everyone is on the
same page. A study offers evidence that having a person who can
translate language from one field to another helps build a common
ground in the team [22]. Nevertheless, finding a guru that can
translate vocabulary across these highly in-demand skills is nearly
impossible. Therefore, this paper explores ways to employ AI web
copilot to help DS teams build common ground asynchronously.

2.2 Communicating Software Knowledge
Given the abstract nature of software functionalities, utilization of
visualization tools become crucial. Representations like flowcharts
have been widely used in CS 101 to show how algorithm works
[39]. Kanban boards make code more tangible with cards [1, 49].
Code visualization tools also have been proven to help debug code
[7], teach programming [18, 35], etc. Aside from that, code doc-
umentation assists software understanding and maintenance as
well [29]. Software engineering teams document their software for
knowledge sharing. Similarly, students learn programming through
algorithm descriptions in academic settings [14].

Regarding DS, the code typically involves complicated ML algo-
rithms and it makes understanding code evenmore challenging [47].
Computational notebooks are commonly used by data scientists
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to experiment, document, and visualize their work [20, 27, 55], but
making them sharable to others is not trivial [46]. Thus, knowledge
communication tools [26], e.g., advanced algorithm visualization
[31, 37, 40, 57], labeling facilitator [2], etc. enhance DS collabo-
ration. MIDST [8], a system that is closely relevant to this paper,
conveys task delegation and tracking. In the context of multidisci-
plinary teams, each role prefers a work style that fits well with their
professional practices [25]. Since data scientists are familiar with
computational notebooks [20, 27, 53], NBGuru is designed to have
a shallow learning curve with the flowchart structure generated
from notebooks.

2.3 Recent Advances in Natural Language
Processing

NLP has recently had a revolutionary breakthrough in LLMs [4,
10, 51]. They have become generic problem solvers for almost any
language-related problems, including programming languages [16,
30]. Notably, ChatGPT astounded the world with its remarkable
capabilities [41]. Microsoft was one of the first companies that
released LLM-integrated products; Bing Chat was included [36].

The HCI community has been studying NLP technologies re-
garding their impact on humans and designs. A study shows that
generative AI could document code in computational notebooks,
making DS work more maintainable [34, 54]. Furthermore, it is
also possible to generate presentation slides [62], code explanations
and demonstrations [19], or even prompts themselves [32]. Lee et
al. scrutinized collaborative document authoring with GPT-3 and
collected datasets from the writing sessions [28]. Works such as
Crosscast [60] and CrossData [6] have explored the intents behind
audio podcasts and data descriptions to infer relationships and in-
troduce novel interactions with natural language. We explored Bing
Chat abilities and used them to generate code descriptions with
web references targeting non-technical readers in interdisciplinary
DS teams.

3 FLOWCHARTS AND CODE DESCRIPTIONS
IN DATA SCIENCE

What do DS flowcharts look like? How do people describe code in
DS? These questions are critical for designing our system. Comple-
mentary to the literature review, we studied flowcharts and code
descriptions from existing online resources to inform our design.
We collected 102 flowcharts from Google and Bing image searches
in March 2023. To enhance sampling variation, our search started
from broad queries like “data science flowchart” and gradually nar-
rowed down to more specific keywords like “data science feature
engineering tasks flowchart”. We filtered out unrelated or duplicate
images, and obtained 92 unique data science flowcharts. For code
descriptions, we collected 173 descriptions on April 4, 2023, from
top-voted data analysis notebooks on Kaggle, a data science com-
munity. In our study, we define a code description of a code cell as
any artifact(s) produced by the notebook author that helps read-
ers understand the code block better. We conducted open coding
on the collected flowcharts and descriptions, and iterated on cate-
gorization until saturation. Studying the corpus revealed several
outstanding characteristics of flowcharts and code descriptions in
DS.

3.1 Flowcharts
Most of the samples describe DS work in high-level abstraction, and
they share a lot of common processes. For instance, Exploratory
Data Analysis (EDA), data cleaning, classification, etc. High-level
flowcharts tend to be simplified versions of the programming
flowchart standard [5]. On the other hand, low-level flowcharts
are likely to include other symbols like decision, input/output,
etc. Additionally, processes are often grouped together to demon-
strate higher-level concepts. Flowchart orientations involve hori-
zontal, vertical, cyclic, and mixed. Symbol texts are mainly compact
phrases/keywords rather than elaborate sentences.

3.2 Code Descriptions
Code descriptions come in multiple forms, i.e., markdown cells,
comments, console outputs, and plots. In most cases, authors use
mixed mediums to communicate their thoughts. For low-level ideas,
commenting in the code cells and printing standard outputs are
prevalently seen. High-level ideas are typically conveyed through
markdown cells. The key to successful code documentation boils
down to Why? How? and Outcome. The notebook authors may
have different writing styles, but if they can clearly convey Why
the computation is necessary?, How to perform the operation?, and
What is the outcome of that computation?, then they will have a
high chance of getting accolades from their colleagues.

4 NBGURU
NBGuru is a system designed for technical asynchronous com-
munications in DS with flowcharts that are auto generated from
notebooks. Based on the literature review and findings from the
corpus, NBGuru extracts information from code, and uses them to
create flowcharts with elaborate text descriptions.

4.1 User Interface
NBGuru has two pages, homepage and flowchart page. The home-
page shows all uploaded notebooks. Here, data scientists can upload
a new notebook, and the AI pipeline will be automatically triggered
to generate a new flowchart and code descriptions. Data scientists
have the ability to edit the content before or after publishing the di-
agram. The results are stored in Firebase. When the user clicks any
of the notebooks in the list, they will be redirected to the flowchart
page. The UI design is shown in Figure 2. The execution processes
are grouped into eight common stages derived from the corpus, i.e.,
Setup, EDA, Data Cleaning, Feature Engineering, Model, Evaluation,
Discussion, and Miscellaneous Tasks. The grouping will provide a
higher level of abstraction to team members who are not familiar
with the area of DS. We design NBGuru to have a description pop-
up page for each execution process. Each page will have 1) text
elaboration of the associated process with references 2) correspond-
ing code from the notebook. Users can independently learn more
about the process by reading the text, checking out citations, or
glancing at the code. Users can also search code with descriptions.

4.2 System Design
When we planned for development, the major constraint was the
newly released Bing Chat. There was no official Bing Chat API that
we could use. The workaround for the prototype was to manually
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Figure 2: Users can view NBGuru with or without collapsible original notebook panel (1). In the main flowchart panel (2), users
can see all of the extracted processes with arrows indicating the execution sequence of the program. Processes are grouped into
predefined stages derived from our findings. When users click a process (3), an elaborate process description (4) will be popped
up.

Figure 3: Sequence diagram of flowchart generation when uploading a new computational notebook to NBGuru.

start a Bing Chat session on Microsoft Edge and then copy-paste
the cookies to our Bing Chat Gateway before starting the NBGuru
server. We developed the entire NBGuru stack with ReactJS. There
are three main flows that NBGuru supports: upload a notebook,
edit content, and view the flowchart. For the first flow, as shown
in Figure 3, Description Generator relies on Bing Chat responses.
Bing Chat Gateway decorates the prompt with instructions such as
“Explain this code with the most details and web references:” before
emitting the request. The gateway also cuts out unrelated parts of
the chat responses, e.g., “Sure! Here’s an explanation of the code:”,
“I hope this helps!”, etc. We developed our own keyword-matching
engines for Stage Assigner and Title Generator based on predefined
mappings. We did not use LLM for Title Generator because LLM
mostly gives answers that are too long for titles, even if we indicated

in the prompt that we needed short responses. Results from Stage
Assigner, Title Generator and Description Generator are stored in
Firebase. For the second flow, the user will be redirected to the edit
page right after all of the results are stored in Firebase. They can
overwrite AI-generated content with their own words, or rearrange
execution order before publishing the content. They can edit the
flowchart after publishing as well by clicking Edit in the flowchart
view. When the user views the flowchart, NBGuru renders the
flowchart based on the data on Firebase. The original notebooks
are exported to HTML and are rendered as iframes when the user
expands the side panel. The resulting process descriptions illustrate
Why? How? and Outcome from Bing responses and code snippets.
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5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The main limitation is that the prototype has not yet been validated.
Also, prompt engineering is not thoroughly explored. Despite that,
we have proven that it is possible to compose flowcharts and code
documentation with web references using web LLM copilot. As
NBGuru is a medium-fidelity prototype, it is theoretically feasible
to engineer a higher-fidelity prototype to obtain idea validation.
NBGuru highlights the viability of LLM-enhanced web search to
advance CSCW in the context of asynchronous collaboration in
teams with low-overlapping skills. LLM acts like a guru who bridges
people from different backgrounds together, which helps build
common ground within the team. It is possible to explore more
of how to create a team common ground with LLM. For instance,
studying how LLM can help teammates share their work with less
friction, e.g., cleaning up messy notebooks, rewriting hacky code,
etc., would be interesting. We think that studying ways to use LLM
as an on-the-job training instructor will be a fascinating direction as
well. From a collaboration standpoint, the exploration of methods to
enhance bidirectional communication between data scientists and
domain experts remains unaddressed. For example, streamlining
high-level requirements to code is an area that can be examined.

6 CONCLUSION
Data scientists hold an immense workload of communicating their
work to others in the team to build common ground. Besides, diverse
audience backgrounds, esoteric ML content, and limited meeting
time are the main contributors to making communication even
more arduous. Representing code as flowcharts or text descriptions
would be helpful, yet they require non-trivial effort to create. The
recent LLM innovation shows promising generation capabilities, so
we studied DS flowcharts and code descriptions. Then, we propose
NBGuru as a visualization tool that fits with DS teams’ asynchro-
nous, iterative, and interdisciplinary nature. Materializing abstract
contents with trained NLP models makes DS more comprehensible
to other team members and reduces data scientists’ communication
workload. Code snippets are wrapped with meaningful text expla-
nations; thus, non-technical audiences will not be inundated with
cryptic information unless they purposely view the task to deep
dive into the issue themselves. NBGuru demonstrates the potential
of using LLM to build common ground. The work paves the way
for future research in investigating LLM’s potential roles in CSCW.
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